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The large industrial city of  Dortmund in the Ruhr region has experienced 
relocation. Traditional factories have been replaced by logistics and biomedical 
services.



Going back to the grandparents’ generation, more than 40% of  the 585,000 
inhabitants of  this city have a “history of  immigration”, compared to 20% on 
average in Germany.



Polish, Italians, Turks and, after the fall of  the Wall, people from Eastern Europe came to 
work here. Industry and coal mining. Today, the majority of  immigrants are Bulgarians and 
Romanians, some of  them Roma.



The Nordstadt district is the place where immigrants arrive in the city. It accounts for 10% 
of  Dortmund’s inhabitants and can be seen as a segregated district due to its multinational 
majority.



Stefen, from the Grünbau organisation, who is accompanying us, quotes a famous phrase in 
Germany: “We wanted workers, but it was humans who came”. In other words, people who 
stay, who do not leave as advertised after ten years of  work.



400,000 workers leave their jobs each year in 
Germany. The country needs immigrants to maintain 
its economic level. The Roma come to work, they 
experience the same prejudices as other historical 
immigrants, but they will stay.



Valentina was born in Germany, as was her father. Her grandparents, Roma from Serbia, came 
to work here in the 1970s. Her mother is also Roma, from Kosovo.



Graduated from the University of  Dortmund in social work for the poor, migrants and refugees, 
she has been working for the past five years with young girls and families from the Bulgarian 
and Romanian Roma community.



Valentina is employed, she is not married and has no children at the moment, she drives her 
car: she defines herself  as an independent woman.

I remember all my personal struggles to 
impose my choices.



They see me as a Gadjo, it’s unimaginable for 
them that I’m Roma and that I live like that. It 
shocks them, but it’s a good shock in a way.

How do young Roma girls see you?



They ask questions for themselves.



They see me with my car in the neighbourhood, 
whereas they only have their father driving. 
Family pressure can be very strong on them.



I tell them why I went to school and university. I 
tell them that they can be strong and independent 
women. They open up to me more because I am 
Roma. Maybe also I address them in a different 

way.



Germans tell them, “This is Germany, the 
rules are different.



me, I ask them: what do you want and what do you feel as a woman?



Valentina says that the girls say to the German social workers: “Yes, 
you understand me, but...”. When they talk to Valentina, the ‘but’ is 
not the same. She knows what they are going through.





You won’t see Clara’s face. Her husband and son have convinced her not to 
put herself  on display like this, with images of  her going who knows where.



I asked her at our first meeting what she wanted to talk about. She helps Roma families on a 
voluntary basis and she answered: integration.



Clara comes from Romania, from the Gabor community, the Roma who 
“have kept the tradition the most” she says. She lived in Germany as a 
child for six years with her parents, then left. She thought she would never 
return. Long afterwards, when she was struggling to live in a village with 
her carpenter husband, they decided to “try their luck.



The German language soon came back to him. After several years of  
housing problems, the family’s situation has stabilised. Their son works as 
a carpenter in a company and has set up his own business. Clara founded 
a sewing and textile design association with other Roma women. They 
called it Amen Juvlja Mondial, We are all women of  the world.



At the beginning it was very hard, we had a bad reception 
from the Germans. 

We are less discriminated against 
than in Romania, but they looked at 
us as if we were not civilised, whereas 
the lack of education is a problem of 

poverty.



Germans don’t feel they have nothing when they 
are born, like us Roma.

Germans need to see that we can integrate and we need to open 
our eyes to this society.



Knowing the language is very important, 
it’s the first step. How can you live in a 
country without speaking the language? 

We all hope to get a job.



I remember my past, I know that you need help when you arrive. 
When I support families, it stabilises them, they feel better.



After three or four years, they start to integrate, to live and to feel 
human again.



 I do a lot for my people but I’ve never felt like a 
representative of the community.



We haven’t applied for nationality yet. We’d like to become Germans, 
but it’s complicated with the papers.



I respect this nation and this civilisation but I don’t feel German. I 
didn’t feel Romanian in Romania either.



I have always felt like a Roma woman.



You’re French, you’ll 
always be French. I’m 
Roma, it’s the same 

for me.

I always make the 
difference between 

nation and culture.



By virtue of  stereotypes and thought reflexes, a part of  the population 
still denies the immigrant’s capacity to integrate. And then time and 
generations pass, the first violence is forgotten. With the Roma, in most 
countries, time does not pass, the judgement remains the same, even for 
those who have been there for centuries. This is finally what I wanted 
to talk about with Valentina.



I was born here. When I was a 
child, I saw myself as German, 
but I was considered a migrant.

encouraged me to 
educate myself and 
be independent, an 
uncle wanted me to 
marry early.

My parents



There are external stereotypes and 
stereotypes among the Roma themselves. 
I am Roma, I have the Roma culture but 

not in the traditional sense.



Every Roma community is different, these 
communities don’t necessarily relate to each other. 

And they are all individuals.



My great-grandfather sold horses in Serbia and I work 
for the integration of migrants and Roma in Germany.



Actually, today I am a German Serbian Roma. And I like it!





Inclusion is more difficult for those with dark skin and those who 
wear traditional clothes. They are identified as migrants.



A white skin avoids discrimination, the person is not 
suspected of being Roma. It’s like in their countries of 
origin. The Roma know this, they have learned to keep their 

identity under wraps.



Why is inclusion difficult? Discrimination has been so 
strong for generations that people have integrated 

it. I also was told: “Don’t say you’re Roma!



Later I decided to say it, to assume it.



Imagine that we meet in the street, Clara in her traditional 
clothes, and me. If I say that I am a social worker, I will be 

the synthesis of integration.

Not her, and yet she 
is integrated.



Stereotypes about Roma, Travellers etc., are very old. 
They will say that I am an exception and the others 

are bad examples.



I always have to prove that I am a good person, like all 
migrants. Germans don’t have to do that. Sometimes I 

don’t have the strength.



We have to learn about stereotypes 
at school so that we don’t reproduce 
them. Especially here with the history 

of the Roma and Jewish genocide.

Monument to the Sinti 
and Roma of  Dortmund 

who were deported to 
Auschwitz-Birkenau on 9 

March 1943.





We walk for a long time through the streets of  Nordstadt, which are often 
empty as soon as we leave the shopping street. The Covid, the cold. One 
evening we have a drink in the historic quarter, which was not destroyed 
by the bombs of  the Second World War. Only one avenue separates it 
from Nordstadt. The faces of  the district’s diverse origins are no longer 
there, the social classes are no longer the same. It is not unpleasant, but 
the border is clear.



We have a final meeting with Valentina, who is leaving her job for a position 
in a city near Dortmund, where she will continue to work with people who 
arrive from elsewhere. She sees again the girls she has been following for 
several years, one of  whom is about to turn 17.



It’s important that you finish school well 
so that you can become a nurse like you 
want. Can you imagine anything else?

As a kindergarten 
educator, I like your 
opinion.



Valentina is a shy girl from a religious, evangelical Christian family. She is not permitted to 
leave the school grounds, to have contact with boys, to dance, or to sing anything other than 
religious songs.

It’s you who have to choose. You have 
the capacities.



Valentina tells me that her parents are afraid. They can’t cope with the reality here, the inside 
and outside don’t match. She tries to tell them to deal with it.

The fact that Valentina is a young woman and Roma is important.



His parents isolate themselves because God does not want the vaccine. This creates disparities 
between their children and other children who are unable to see their friends outside of  school.

I can be more open. What she does is good. 
She has a job, she is independent.



It’s true that many women get married 
at 17 and have children.



This minor girl did not want her face to be recognized.

Maybe even leader.

I want to be different.





I want to achieve something, for me, in my life.







Clara Valentina 
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